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Geophysical Research Letters publishes high-impact, innovative, and timely Papers should have broad and immediate
implications meriting rapid decisions.

Paper requires clarification beyond the space constraints of a GRL manuscript. Paper offers incremental
improvement to existing data sets, models, or instruments. Abstract and title are comprehensible to a
geophysicist not specialized in the field. GRL also publishes a limited number of frontier articles, by invitation
from Editors. The manuscript cannot readily be revised into Category A. GRL letters can focus on a specific
discipline or apply broadly to the geophysical scienc As the article states, GRL serves a particular role in
geoscience research, and we should respect that role and honor the service of the editors and reviewers that
make GRL a rapid-publication, high-impact publication. A big change in policy is that GRL has resumed the
use of major revisions. The reviewer ratings are meant to guide you as you prepare your manuscript for
publication. And that is not the reviewers opinions but the editors who has refused to give feedback , instead
his boss as made this claim. Paper has little immediate impact on the research of others. Figures of good
quality but difficult to read e. Presentation Categories Presentation Category A. English usage and grammar
detract from the paper but can easily be improved. Broad geophysical implications requires more emphasis e.
GRL letters can focus on a specific discipline or apply broadly to the geophysical science community. I am
very happy to see editors reaching out to the community to increase communication and transparency so we all
know what goes on behind the curtain. There are major scientific errors in the manuscript. Paper does not
present sufficient innovation. The paper should have been resubmitted â€” if continual problems occurred
down the line Roger may have more grounds to complain. Manuscript is well written, is logically organized,
includes sections with headers, and is adequately illustrated. Significant data analysis or modeling is required
to substantiate the conclusions. I do not have to look up guidelines, I can just write my draft and be ready to
submit. GRL is a Letters journal; limiting manuscript size expedites the review and publication process.
People on this side of the argument have calm rationality on our side, it is our main weapon and this type of
behaviour undermines this premise. Possible reasons are: A scientifically correct paper but not obviously a
significant advance in a geophysical field Paper is too regional or too technical in scope.


